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Abstract 
This article did the preliminary study of the application of algorithm for MD5 in the digital watermark. It  proposed 
that copyright information will be encrypted using an algorithm MD5, and made  rules for the second value image 
watermarks, through DCT algorithm that embeds an image by the carrier. The extraction algorithms can pick up the 
watermark and restore MD5 code.  
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1. Introduction  
The research of digital watermark technical in recent years has been rapidly developed. Digital 
watermark is to signal the approach in the digital data to embed hidden mark in the multimedia, this token 
is usually invisible, only through special tester or readers can take. Digital watermark is an important 
research direction for the technique of information hiding, mainly  including the following 
characteristics˖
A. Invisibility 
The work within the digital watermark will not cause of the quality and is difficult to detect. 
B. Security
Watermark hidden in data rather than file header file format conversion, must not lead watermark data 
loss.
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C. Robustness 
Robustness is the best in the many kinds of inadvertently or intentionally signal processing and, digital 
watermark is to maintain the integrity or can be identified accurately. Probable signal processing includes 
any noise, based on the mould forming, with a switch, sampling, cut, displacement and scale will compress, 
and encoding and so on. 
   MD5 is short for Message-digest Algorithm 5, developed by the MD2, MD3 and MD4.It is the length 
of bytes at a series of changes in the length of a large integer.MD5 algorithms are based on MD4 
increasing the notion of safety- belts. Though MD5 is a little slower than MD4, it is safer. This algorithm is 
marked by four stages which has little different with MD4 design. In Md5 algorithms, the size and fill of 
information abstract is all the same with MD4.Due to the use of Md5 algorithm needn’t any copyright fees, 
under commonly circumstances MD5 is a very good middle technical. 
The paper will combined MD5 technology with digital watermark efficiency, and the image is valid for 
copyright and designed a new train of thought. 
2. DCT Digital watermarking technology 
Currently popular digital watermarking algorithm is divided into two: time and airspace, DCT belongs 
to the airspace algorithm, DCT transform domain digital watermarking has strong robustness, concealment 
of the good characteristic. DCT transform domain digital watermarking algorithm is the main ideas of the 
DCT transform domain on selecting, the low frequency coefficients superposition watermark, because 
human feelings are mainly concentrated in the middle and low frequency band, the attacker destruction 
watermark, inevitably will cause serious loss of image quality, and the general image processing also won't 
change this part of data. Moreover, because such as JPEG compression algorithm, MPEG are the core of 
the DCT quantization on transform domain, passing clever confluence watermark and quantification 
process, can make the watermark against certain lossy compression. In addition, DCT coefficients 
transform domain of statistical distribution have better mathematical model, can theoretically estimate 
watermarking information. DCT-based transformation of digital watermark on the inverter change will 
scattered throughout the watermark image space, so small as spatial domain to technology that are 
susceptible to cutting, low pass filtering attacks, the influence of robustness is high, concealment of the 
good characteristic. Due to the above all sorts of advantages, currently DCT-based transform to digital 
image watermarking algorithm is currently one of the hottest global research direction. 
Based on the DCT domain of digital watermarking algorithm is proposed, based on the host image DCT 
calculation method divided into two kinds, one kind is directly on the whole image DCT computation 
select appropriate frequency coefficients, watermark.. Another kind is, first the whole image is divided into 
pieces, for each piece separately DCT computation, in each piece in choosing proper frequency watermark 
scattered coefficients of each piece is embedded into the selection of DCT coefficients. This method is 
called block DCT. Usually block the size of the g *g pixels. Because the latter is JPEG lossy compression 
standard methods, and block DCT computation faster than global DCT computation speed faster, so now 
DCT domain of watermarking method is most the separate block DCT method. 
With DCT domain as watermark embedding domains advantage is: 
x Image is divided into pseudo shows that watermarks DCT can easily embedded into the tuner. 
x  DCT-based transform algorithm can better combining HVS model, image distortion degree of 
restraint can easily add, further improved algorithm performance. 
x  Block DCT is widely used in such as JPEG compression method. Through predict which 
coefficient during the compression would be impaired, can put the watermark, enhancing the loss 
coefficient of watermark image compression robustness. 
x  Maybe inline with more information. 
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x  Will watermark DCT domain of a certain frequency band, after inverse transform, after a whole 
image watermark scattered, for shear image processing has certain robustness. 
x  Two-dimensional DCT is a separable transform. DCT is an equivalent optimal transform. 
But, DCT algorithm also has its drawback, with DCT domain as watermark embedding shortcomings 
basically has the following two points: 
x DCT for image in airspace translation and exchanging position is sensitive, for geometric attacks 
robustness weakly. 
x DCT-based transform domain algorithms have frequency domain algorithms were weakness: 
namely relatively computational complexity. But at present, already have in the DCT computation 
hardware chip, so computational complexity faults can be largely overcome. 
D. 2D  DCT definition 
Digital image can use two dimensional matrix P say, accordingly its 2D DCT using matrix said. 
Its type shows are defined as follows: 
Our most commonly used is 8 6x8 block DCT, namely first will size for M N the image into (M / 8) (N / 
8) = (M/N) of the size of the 64 non-overlapping for 8 * 8 pieces and then to each piece for DCT. 
According to the type (1) type (2) eight 6x8 DCT defined as follows: 
E. Use MD5 key embedded digital watermark image DCT process 
x In embedding watermarks generated by MD5 before, need can be watermark image: a string of 
characters, such as images of copyright or pictures name, through MD5 algorithm produces 128-bit 
encryption, will this binary data 128-bit 2 disables data filling in 64 * 64 pixels binary images, 
among which every 2 disables a generation 1 monochrome 8 * 4 pixels of binary image block, then 
64 * 64 pixels of binary image watermark by 8 * 16 pieces of 8 * 4 black pixels of binary image 
composition. 
x The carrier image of 8 * 8 parts, each small do DCT transform, and use of its coefficient 
quantification table JPEG was quantified. 
x According to the formula, including alfa watermark for scale factor, mark for watermark and W as 
the original image block DCT coefficients. 
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x According to block embedding quantity, modify the corresponding AC coefficient, in order to 
realize the embedding. 
x After each of watermark 8 * 8 block inverse quantification, to make new DCT coefficient matrix 
DCT inverse transform, obtained the watermark signal images. 
Schematic diagram is as follows: 
Figure 1 MD5 digital watermark process maps 
F. Two-dimensional DCT digital watermarking extraction and testing process 
Watermark extraction process is a watermark embedding inverse process, through the extracted 
watermark integrity to confirm the multimedia data integrity. If extracted watermark happened part of the 
change is best can through changing the position of the watermark to determine the original data tampered 
areas.
Watermark detection using related testing technology. To test the image  with the original image 
difference for: 
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Then, carried the similarity calculation, and definitions are recovering the watermark signal W and the 
original image signal of similarity degree for: 
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3. Digital watermarking extraction of experiment 
Set the copyright information carrier images, the copyright information for 123456 MD5 code for: 
MD5 (”123456”) =e10adc3949ba59abbe56e057f20f883e 
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Will hexadecimal MD5 yards into 128 bits 2 disables yards, then sequence composition of 8 * 16 matrix: 
Among them one corresponding for 8 * 4 pixels corresponding small black squares, 0 for 8 * 4 pixels of 
small white squares. Component rendering is as follows: 
Figure 2 MD5 key into corresponding binary watermarks 
After DCT transformation embed the carrier image, the carrier image of digital watermarking extraction 
of the diagram below: 
Figure 3 Extracted of binary watermarks 
Although extracted watermark some speckles, but through to extract binary watermarks segmented 
mean processing, still can extract the exact MD5 yards 
Through this method generated images, even can obtain watermark, also can extract which MD5 yards, 
but cannot obtain accurate copyright information, so the watermarking algorithm has strong robustness. 
MD5 code and digital watermarking combination for cryptography and information hiding a crossover 
study direction, in the future, we will further research in this field, puts forward more innovative digital 
watermarking scheme. 
This method can be applied to use digital watermarking markers image classification, read joined the 
watermark images, it can automatic reads the image of image category, automatic classification provides 
certain basis. 
4. Complimentary 
Digital watermarking technology matures will to modern life brings the enormous changes, the current 
digital watermarking technology research has been largely confined to prevent copying and copyright 
protection category inside, but it is expected in the near future, digital watermarking technology will be 
applied to various fields, such as equipment in control, information authentication, operating tracking, etc. 
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At the same time it as the data safety in the field of new things, with high technology content and strong 
vitality, a very large mining potential, and because of its diverse forms, therefore the development way can 
also diversification, have broad application prospects. 
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